TESTING FOR HEALTHY AND SAFE LIVES

FIND, THE GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR DIAGNOSTICS SEeks TO ENSURE EQUITABLE ACCESS TO RELIABLE DIAGNOSIS AROUND THE WORLD

HARNESSING THE STRENGTHS OF AN ALLIANCE OF PARTNERS

TO MAXIMIZE IMPACT FROM INNOVATION TO IMPLEMENTATION

AND ADVANCE THE GLOBAL AGENDA FOR TESTING
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FIND

AN ALLIANCE TO MAKE TESTING AN INTEGRAL PART OF SUSTAINABLE, RESILIENT HEALTH SYSTEMS

KEY GOALS

ACCELERATE GLOBAL EFFORTS TOWARDS UNIVERSAL HEALTH COVERAGE AND HEALTH EMERGENCY RESPONSE

UNIVERSAL HEALTH COVERAGE

Expand primary care testing to combat diseases that disproportionately affect vulnerable populations

HEALTH EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Strengthen diagnostic surveillance and response systems to contain outbreaks and improve pandemic preparedness

IMPACT BY 2023

ENABLING EQUITABLE ACCESS TO INNOVATIVE TESTS FOR 1 BILLION PEOPLE

SAVE 1 MILLION LIVES through accessible, quality diagnosis

SAVE US$1 BILLION in healthcare costs to patients and health systems

EMPOWER 10+ COUNTRIES with diagnostic data to inform policy and care

FIND HAS BEEN DRIVING INNOVATION & DELIVERY OF DIAGNOSTICS FOR 20 YEARS

Established in 2003 as a product development & delivery partnership

Co-convenor of the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator Diagnostics Pillar

WHO Collaborating Centre for Laboratory Strengthening & Diagnostic Technology Evaluation

WHO SAGE-IVD member

5 REGISTERED OFFICES

Geneva, Switzerland • Nairobi, Kenya • New Delhi, India

Cape Town, South Africa • Hanoi, Viet Nam

Engaged in more than 50 countries through local and regional partnerships

DIAGNOSIS IS CENTRAL TO QUALITY HEALTHCARE

And yet, ~50% of the world’s population still has little to no access to basic diagnostics.

Reliable, affordable and accessible tests mean we can:

IDENTIFY DISEASES and provide the right care to people

DETECT AND CONTAIN disease outbreaks to protect populations

DIAGNOSIS FOR ALL

#DiagnosisForAll

FINDdiaagnostics

FINDdx

FINDdx

Engaging in more than 50 countries through local and regional partnerships

FIND

Diagnosis for all

FIND

Diagnosis for all

DISEASE PROGRAMMES:

Antimicrobial Resistance

Malaria, Fever & General Infectious Diseases

Neglected Tropical Diseases

Pandemic Threats

TOGETHER, WE CAN ENSURE THAT EVERYONE WHO NEEDS A TEST CAN GET ONE.

DISEASE PROGRAMMES:

Antimicrobial Resistance

Malaria, Fever & General Infectious Diseases

Neglected Tropical Diseases

Pandemic Threats